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Peter Vaiciurgis and Joel Vaiciurgis victorious at the QLD State Championships at
Lake Cootharaba in 10353 Wise Old Owl

H

ello and welcome to the July 2021 edition of the Heron
Newsletter. With many of our states in and out of lockdown
it’s a di cult time for many people and we wish you all a
swift return to regular life. Thankfully we’ve had the Olympic
Games to keep us buoyed and we are all excited about the great
sailing coverage and the Australian sailing team’s performance.
In this issue we have a round up of stories and photos from
around the nation including the Queensland State Championships
held at Lake Cootharaba 1-2 May 2021.
A great tale about a Heron connection with our 2020 Tokyo
Olympic sailing team may just be the kindling of a dream for the
Herons at the Brisbane Olympics in 2032.
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Message from the President

by Paul Armstron

I

t is with great trepidation that I have stepped
into the huge shoes of John Nobbs as president
of the National Heron Sailing Association. John
has been a stalwart of the class for many years
and served honourably and diligently as our
president for over a decade. He has overseen a
number of changes that have kept the Heron as a
contemporary and relevant class which is
arguably the dinghy of choice for adults sailing
with children. The recent increases in eet sizes
have occurred under his tutelage and I would like
to say a huge “thank you” to John for everything
he has done for our class.
As the incoming president I guess it might
appropriate to provide some background about
how I’ve come to be sailing a Heron. I started
sailing in the UK in the 1960s when sailing was
becoming very popular and there seemed to be a
sailing club on every patch of water. I learnt to
sail in Mirror dinghies on an estuary in the East of
England and I can remember sailing without a
wetsuit until the end of the season on Boxing
Day; the next season would commence at
Easter! As I grew a bit older I graduated to
Cherubs, OK Dinghies and then to Lasers before
migrating to Australia in 1980 where I found the
pressures of a growing family and holding down
a job to be a distraction that led to what I
thought would be a temporary break from
competitive sailing.

Paul Armstrong and Xavier Waters in 10272 O for
Awesome at the 2020 Nationals at Lake Cootharaba.
Photo by Sailing Shotz photography

When my kids were old enough I tried to get
them into the sport, but sadly buying an old MJ
and pushing them o on their own wasn’t the
best way to engender enthusiasm and they
quickly found excuses to pursue other less
daunting activities. It wasn’t until the grandkids
came along that I once again made an e ort to
get them interested and thankfully with much
greater success.
We live just round the corner from Port Hacking
Open Sailing Club and I bought an old Heron
because that was the dinghy they sailed there.
This time I took a gentler approach and got the
grandkids to sail with me (as opposed to pushing
them out to fend for themselves). It wasn’t long
before we (or more accurately I) caught the
competitive bug and bought a newer boat and
now, four Herons later, my only regret is leaving
the sport for 35 years.
From my perspective as a relative newcomer to
the class, I see the relative success of our class
(as evidenced by the recent increase in eet
numbers) to be largely due to the careful
management of change by the class association.
Whilst changes have been made to keep the
Heron dinghy as an attractive option for sailing
families, the essential nature of the class as a
traditional sailing dinghy has not been lost.
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Most importantly no one has been left stranded
with an outdated version of the boat that is no
longer competitive. You only have to look at
how competitive a down to weight ga rigged
boat can be to see that this is true.
As to the future, I think we have a great
opportunity as the interest in traditional types of
sailing dinghies increases. With the advent of
high cost foiling alternatives, the part of the
sailing community that looks for speed and
outright performance is confronted with a wide
variety of expensive choices. As for the more
traditional development classes, they are losing
numbers, partly because of the cost of keeping
up with the front of the eet and partly because
of the lure of even more exhilarating
alternatives.
On the other hand there is a surge 0f interest in
classic dinghies as many of you will have seen
with the resurgence of the Scow Moth as a subclass in its own right. The beauty of the Heron is
that it never went out of style. There have been
continuous and active eets all around the
country and excellent turnouts at major
regattas. To the point where the Heron now has
one of the largest (and I’d argue one of the most
competitive) eets at its national and state
championships.

So what are my plans as president?
My priority at the moment (assuming the Covid19
epidemic eventually subsides) is to encourage the
growth of the Heron class in all states. I think we
can learn from each other about how best to
encourage newcomers and to lure back lapsed
sailors, and to this end I would like to see the
participation of as many members as possible in
the decision making process. For example, the
one bene t that Covid19 has brought is the quick
acceptance of video conferencing as a way of
communicating with each other, which means
that member participation in the direction of the
class is no longer limited to those who live within
driving distance of a particular RSL club where
meetings are but can now been extended to
anyone who wants to have their say. As you will
see from the article by the other Paul Armstrong
in this edition of the newsletter, the measurement
committee is also taking steps to open up the
paths of communication so the more technically
astute Heron sailors can raise issues and make
suggestions.
Once again I’d like to thank John Nobbs for being
such a great president and I look forward to
seeing as many of you as possible in Adelaide in a
few months’ time.

2021-22 Nationals
The 62nd Heron Nationals are scheduled for
8 to 15 January 2022. For more information, contact
saheron@heronsailing.com.au
Join in discussions and 62nd Nationals News on Facebook
Click here
After a COVID enforced “gap” year in 2021 we are looking
forward to welcoming a big eet from all states to our fabulous
shores for what is shaping up as a great regatta.
So start planning your trip!
And send us a message if you need any help.
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Measurement Matters
It has become evident that some Herons are
being quite generous with this interpretation and
the mainsail is only loosely xed at the mast in
the vicinity of the gooseneck allowing it to rise in
some cases an additional 80mm up the mast. This
will be checked on all boats at the NSW State
Titles and SA National Titles.
2. Jib sheeting systems - please make sure your
boats comply with the rules. C 2.8 Jib sheets may
be lead through fairleads (adjustable on a single
straight track permitted) at deck level. The
inboard surface of the jib sheets where they turn
through the rst lead eye or pulley from the clew
of the jib shall be no closer than 735mm and
equidistant from the centre line of the yacht and
no further apart than the outside skin. Any track
shall not project inboard of the inboard surface
of the carlin. A dummy carlin (made of timber or
breglass) may be installed to pass inboard of
the inboard end of the jib track following an even
curve from frame 2 to at least frame 3 and fully
decked to preserve the appearance of the boat.
Carlins at frame 2 should meet measurement C
2.15. Barber haulers are not permitted.

W

e hope everyone has spent the winter
preparing their boats for the upcoming
season and ngers crossed we will get
to have one!
The Measurement Committee has been busy
recently starting with a few changes to its make
up following the recent AGM. Paul Armstrong
North is back and was elected Chairman, Peter V
is the Secretary, James Gough, Brett Buckley and
Bill Petersen the other committee members with
Ralph Brown from Victoria stepping aside after a
5 year stint, many thanks to Ralph for his
contributions.
A few house keeping points for everyone to
check:
1. Mainsail xing point - as per item A1.0 on the
measurement form, the tack of the mainsail
shall be xed to the gooseneck or end of the
boom adjacent to the mast in one position
while sailing. The method of xing is optional.
And C2.2 Blackband shall be painted. (Note:
lower edge of boom shall not be above lower
edge of blackband when sailing).

C 2.9 For genoas a second track may be tted to
suit the genoa. All the conditions of C 2.8 apply
apart from the inboard surface of the genoa
sheets where they turn through the rst lead eye
or pulley from the genoa clew shall be no closer
than 800 mm and equidistant from the centreline
of the yacht. Only one set of tracks shall be used
in any race.
There have been some extravagant tweaker set
ups for automatic adjustment of the sheeting
position presented recently and these will also be
reviewed.
The list of measurement checks for the upcoming
SA National Titles will be nalised and advertised
in the next Heron Newsletter.
Please feel free to contact the committee
regarding any measurement questions and note
ALL correspondence regarding measurement
matters should be sent to
measurementcommittee@heronsailing.com.au
Stay safe and see you on the water

Measurement Committee
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Queensland News

I

n Queensland the May long weekend heralds the
Queensland Heron State Championship and Jack
Holt Regatta. Herons dominate the Jack Holt
Regatta eet and this year 35 Herons contested
from around Queensland and a sizeable contingent
from our great friends in NSW.
Peter and Joel Vaiciurgis, in the very new 10353
Wise Old Owl, took out the Championship. Second
place went to 10251 APower sailed by Rohan and
Aidan Nosworthy from NSW and 3rd place to 10299
Aloha sailed by Ryan and Finn Savage.

Queensland local Mollie Carey 9671 Little Aussie
won 1st Female Skipper and Flynn Read from
NSW in 10269 Heronasaurus won 1st Junior
Skipper.
It was great to see so many Herons from NSW
take the opportunity to race. The Qld sailors
really appreciate the e ort they made in making
the long trip to Lake Cootharaba to collect the
silverware.
Justin Carey 9671 Little Aussie
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Queensland News

9748 - 400 Meatballs sailed by Stephen Ray and Cooper Ray
10275 sCarey sailed by Chris Carey and Feb Brown
and 10251 APower sailed by Rohan and Aidan
Nosworthy

7814 Sobraon sailed by John Nobbs

8011 Bluey sailed by Mark Smith and Leia Smith
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Queensland News

9643 Robertson Emmanuel Bourgeais and Doerthe Hildebrandt
Bourgeais in a tight nish with Dooneys Fiddle sailed by
Spenser Kenkel and Danielle Tarabay.

10269 Heronasaurus Flynn Read and crew Travis Read winner of Junior Champion

5805 Hazardous Jam sailed by Jemima Carey and Harriet
Buckley

10288 She said yes! David Johnson and Seth Neuhaus
nishing 5th overall

9690 Jawani Ben Guymer with crew Samual and Lucy from
RQYS - Ben busy keeping the crew happy in the pouring rain
between races.

10194 WoodNan - 10194 Nan sails on 10165 Woodpecker
boat sailed by Brett Buckley and Amanda Kennedy.
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Queensland News

9506 Carew sailed by Queenslanders Nicole Carey and Lydia
Brumpton

9639 Pineapple Express sailed by Sean Kennedy
and Danny Wruck

10272 O for Awesome sailed by Paul Armstrong and Xavier Water Port Hacking

10299 Aloha sailed by Ryan Savage and Finnigan
Savage, nishing 3rd overall

9699 Purplexed James Fleming and Harrison Fleming nishing
10th overall
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Queensland News

Above: Heroic Heron Crews from the 2021 Jack Holt Regatta
Left: 1010 Suttie sailed by Simone and Brian Dougherty 10280
Little Miss Magic Kate Carey and Laura Parker and 9639
Pineapple Express sailed by Sean Kennedy and Danny Wruck

The Toad Races were hotly contested this year, even Peter
Carey competed for the rst time in over 40 years of running
the races.

Peter Vaiciurgis and Joel Vaiciurgis with the Queensland State
Champion trophy at Lake Cootharaba.
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Nia and the Heron
by Richard Gibson 10187 Firsty ex 10232 Flaw Sho

O

lympic 470 sailor Nia
Jerwood has a Heron
history! The Jerwood
family rst made their presence
felt at the 47th Nationals at
George’s River in 2005-6. Nia
crewed for her mum, Janet, in
9792 Blue Pearl and nished 17th
from 62 starters. Nia’s dad Nick,
at that stage the World Flying 15 champion, sailed
10230 Little Red Hen with Nia’s older sister Enfys
to second place (by a point) behind Peter V.
At the 48th Nationals in 2006-7 at Perth Dinghy
Sailing Club, Nick and Enfys sailed 10130 Raphael
to third place. They did not sail the last heat as
Nick had to leave to sail in the Flying Fifteen
Nationals. Nia’s brother Matt sailed 10230 Little
Red Hen to fourth.
I had requested a local crew and was extremely
fortunate to be assigned Nia, then eight years
old. We had great fun during the regatta. Nia
was an absolute delight both on the boat and on
the beach. I’m sure that our disappointments of
a broken ga halyard while leading in the rst
heat and an OCS have helped her resilience and
determination!
I’ve watched her sailing career with interest and
have wonderful memories of that regatta - and
my brush with fame.
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Date

Tuesday 11 May 2021

Time

8.00pm AEST

Venue

By Zoom Meeting

Chairperson

John Nobbs

Present
On Line

John Nobbs, Richard Gibson, Kate Carey, Justin Carey, Jeremy Brown,
Chis Sant, Paul Armstrong (PHOSC), Dugald McDougal, Jim Fairlie, Wayne
Spencer, Peter Connor, Rohan Nosworthy, Chris Denman, Ralph Brown,
Mark Ridgeway, Paul Armstrong (DAC), Russell Sullivan, Chris Sacre, Peter
Vaiciurgis, Zoe Sant

Apologies

John Veale, John Deshon

Ref.

Item

1

Minutes from 2020 AGM

1.1

Motion:
Moved:

2

That the 2020 AGM meeting minutes be
accepted as correct.
John Nobbs Seconded: Jim Fairlie

Responsible

Due

Note

Business arising from 2020 AGM

2.1
3

President’s report

3.1

Motion:
Moved:
(DAC)

That the President’s Report presented by
John Nobbs, refer attached, be accepted.
Richard Gibson Seconded: Paul Armstrong

4

Treasurer’s report

4.1

Motion:

Moved:

John’s report summarised by Richard Gibson
and Wayne Spencer That the Treasurer’s
Report prepared by John Veale, refer
attached, be accepted.
John Nobbs Seconded: Richard Gibson

5

Measurement

5.1

Summary provided by Paul Armstrong (DAC). A number of
new herons, most built by Peter Vaiciurgis who is now
accredited as a heron builder. At NSW state titles noted
that most boats had been modified in accordance with the
new rules. Key measurements and weight checked for

Note

Note

1
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Ref.

Item

Responsible

Due

modified boats; correctors fitted where required. The
committee has been tightening up focus on the mainsail
attachment at the gooseneck, particularly in NSW.
Committee looking at revision of measurement
documentation and processes. Between 10-15 sets of
plans being “sold” each year including recent interest from
Boston. Richard Gibson noted that some areas of concern
regarding measurement had been communicated from the
Management Committee to the Measurement Committee
for future focus.
Motion:
That the Measurement Report prepared and
presented by Paul Armstrong (DAC) be
accepted.
Moved:
Dugald McDougal Seconded: John Nobbs
6

Registrar’s report

6.1

Motion:

7

Newsletter

7.1

Kate Carey – Report sent out prior to the meeting. Four
newsletters went out during the year, lots of content
provided by Narrabeen.
Motion:
That the Newsletter Report by Kate Carey be
accepted.
Moved:
John Nobbs Seconded: Mark Ridgeway

8

Website

8.1

Motion:

Noted 161 financial members or 82% paid up.
Revsports platform working well and large
step forward for the Association making
invoices and communication easier.
Moved:
Paul Armstrong (DAC) Seconded: Paul
Armstrong (PHOSC)

Newsletters are up and continue to generate
interest. Archived registrar information is now
up on the site and provides a fantastic
resource for tracing older boats. Also now
have an article on how to rig a gaff rigged
heron. Renewed interest on fitting side tanks
to older herons and replacement of bag
buoyancy, Richard is working on content to
cover that. That the Website Report prepared
by Richard Gibson be accepted.

Note

Note

2
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Ref.

Item
Moved:

Responsible

Due

Wayne Spencer Seconded: Jim Fairlie

9

Election of Officers for 2021/22

9.1

Note of thanks to John Nobbs for his significant contribution as president over a log period
provided by Richard Gibson and Paul Armstrong (PHOSC).
President
Vice President (NSW)
Vice President (SA)
Vice President (QLD)
Treasurer
Secretary
Registrar
Newsletter Editor

10

Paul Armstrong (PHOSC) Nominated John Nobbs, Peter V
Chris Sacre
Richard Gibson
Justin Carey
John Veale
Wayne Spencer
Jim Fairlie
Kate Carey

Confirmation of Public Officer
John Veale agreed to continue.

11

Appointment of Auditor
Alex Milne has agreed to continue

12

Motions put to the AGM
Note

13

General business

14

Meeting closed

14.1

The meeting was closed at 8.44pm AEST.

15

Next meeting

13.1

Next AGM: 8.00pm AEST, 10th May 2022

Note

Note
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Attachment 1: Presidents Report 20-21
Dear Members,
Here is the NHSAA President's report for the 2020/2010 sailing season. As we all know the past year
of Covid has been very trying for many of us, especially those in businesses hard hit by the
lockdowns and border closures. And who knows when it might normalise again?
Our association and sport in general have suffered somewhat, for Heroners most notably with the
Largs Bay Nationals being postponed, but there have also been some surprising counterbalances. As
the glamorous slices of life such as international and domestic travel have been curtailed, there has
been a return to 'basics'. We have seen here in Queensland many sailors returning to the class, and
I'm sure it has been mirrored elsewhere.
I will be retiring at this AGM, and I'd like to acknowledge the help I have received in my role as
President from all sailors of the class, but especially my fellow committee members.
John Veale, as treasurer throughout; Andrew Hardman, then Wayne Spencer as Secretaries, Andrew
Nelson, and recently, Jim Fairlie as Registrars; Justin Carey and Paul Armstrong (South) as VP's, Past
President Richard Gibson, and Paul Armstrong (North) and James Gough as measurement chairs.
They have all been thorough, efficient and very pleasant to work with, making my job much easier.
Any accolades should pass their way.
Over the last few years there has been a quantum leap in the way the class has presented itself. One
is the online face of the class, and Richard Gibson has been a very active and professional
webmaster. Likewise, there has been a resurgence in the quality and presence of the newsletters for
which I'd like to commend Kate Carey.
We have also undergone a raft of profound rule changes. Big Jibs and Single Sticks coming in, and
Back Seats and Floorboards going out. This has made things easier in terms of logistics and cost and
also significantly levelled out the playing field, resulting in tighter racing and closer competition.
In closing I would like to thank the association and all the members, and wish you all the best for the
future...Happy Sailing... See you on the water!

Best Wishes
John Nobbs
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Attachment 2: Treasurer’s Report 20-21
NHSA Treasurer’s Report 2020-2021

With no National Titles, 2020-21 was a relatively quiet year on the activity and thus financial
front for the Association.
Membership income was down, but no grant was made to a State Association to help in
Nationals promotion, leaving current expenditure and thus net revenue little changed.
Balance sheet composition has, however changed reflecting final payments for the
Association Heron, now shown at cost as an asset in the balance sheet. Our bank balance
now stands at $26762.80.
John Veale
Treasurer

National Heron Sailing Association

Accounts

2020-2021

Income

2014-15

2019-2020

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2020-21

Subscriptions and Handbooks

7034.60

8196.50

6770.00

5799.88

6743.00

5959.20

4317.94

Total Income

7034.60

8196.50

5799.88

6770.00

6743.00

5959.20

4317.94

0.00

-129.25

-99.00

-44.00

-93.50

-220.00

-99.00

Current Expenditure
Website
Handbooks and plans

0.00

-463.43

0.00

-128.65

-180.40

-440.03

-390.50

Insurance

-1419.00

-1419.00

-880.00

-1419.00

-1229.20

-865.02

-880.00

Newsletter

-1353.04

-573.30

0.00

-188.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

-67.85

-872.39

-393.11

-655.48

-319.93

-418.41

-128.23

-16.68

-154.16

-142.18

-16.78

-4.13

Teleconferencing
Bank charges

-144.85

Loss on sale of Batmobile

-250.00

Transport of new Heron to Brisbane

-500.00

Promotion Expense
Miscellaneous

-3059.17

-1500.00

-1,500.00

-161.00

-87.00

-530.94

-157.00

-275.00

0.00

-323.12

Total

-3077.89

-6086.83

-2868.06

-2355.77

-4075.76

-3611.76

-2115.16

Net Revenue

3956.71

5328.44

-286.95

4414.23

2667.24

2347.44

2202.78
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Assets
Bank Deposits

26589.62

31918.06

24560.02

36332.29

Heron Batmobile

31446.97

26762.80

9500.00

New Heron fully rigged

14000.00

Double road trailer for new Heron
Total Assets

29499.53

9900.00
2500.00

14000.00
2500.00

26589.62

31918.06

41060.02

36332.29

38999.53

41346.97

43262.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

22632.91

26589.62

41346.97

31918.06

36332.29

38999.53

41060.02

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Total Liabilities
Members' Equity
Retained earnings
Net revenue

3956.71

5328.44

-286.95

4414.23

2667.24

2347.44

2202.78

Total Equity

26589.62

31918.06

41060.02

36332.29

38999.53

41346.97

43262.80
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Attachment 3: Registrar’s Report 20-21
I guess everyone’s report will begin with “what a year this has been”. This applies to the registrar’s
report even if the impact of the pandemic has little to do with my role as it’s mostly based from
home.
That was the case until I had the AstraZeneca vaccination last week which knocked me for six for 48
hours and that’s why this report is late.
Now back on top, it’s time to look back on the last 12 months.
On the low side there was no National Championships to get excited about, on the high side, local
club and state events seemed to strengthen. This is reflected in membership numbers. The year has
seen 161 members renew their membership. That translates to 82%. Considering there are several
life members on the list, this is a pretty good result.
There was a rush to be financial at the NSW State Titles which I attended and was able to sign them
up “on the run” and again just before the Qld Titles. Many thanks to Justin who chased up several
people recently.
I would like to thank everyone of having made an effort to pay via the new Revolutionise Sport
platform. A huge shout out to Andrew who initially contacted the provider and then showed me the
ropes. I have had a couple of hiccups using the system but on the hole it is a great step forward with
instant vision of members status, communication ability and records.
Finally on a more personal note, I’ve enjoyed this year as Registrar and thank President John Nobbs
and the National Committee who I usually meet on the third Tuesday evening of each month via
Zoom for their support.
Regards
Jim Fairlie
Registrar 2020/21
Crazy Daze 10182
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Attachment 4: Website Report 20-21
The major activity for the National Heron website in 2020/2021 has been completion of uploading of
the registrar records for older Herons. Combined with records from the older yearbook newsletters,
it is now possible to obtain information on the ownership details of virtually all Herons that have
been registered with the Association. My thanks to Andrew Nelson for scanning the original registrar
records.
An article on rigging a gaff rigged Heron has been put up on the net, along with an older fitting out
guide. This is in response to queries received through the website concerning the rigging of older
boats. Where possible, I also put new owners in contact with an experienced Heroner in their area.
I hope to put up an article shortly on the fitting of timber side tanks to timber Herons and also
substitutes for bag buoyancy using canoe drums and boat rollers – the original bags are now
unobtainable and there are still Herons entering the market without built in buoyancy.
Richard Gibson
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Attachment 5: Newsletter Editor’s Report 20-21
Over the last year we have produced four newsletters, the first in June 2020 focused on the AGM,
the second issue in September 2020 included notice about the postponement of the Nationals. The
third issue in December 2020 featured news from around the states and the fourth issue in March
2021 included a farewell to Jim Armitage. The Narrabeen sailing club have been particularly active in
submitting regular content and great photos for the newsletters.
We would like to encourage Heron members who have an interesting idea, photos or an article to
contact me on katedcarey@gmail.com.
The newsletters are an important historical record of the class and association. The newsletters
record not only great stories and photos from around the states but also document outcomes of the
AGM and any other relevant general meetings and committee decisions throughout the year.
I hope you enjoy the newsletters and feel free to send feedback, either via the Heron forum or
directly to me so we can continue to provide a newsletter that is enjoyable and informative for all.
Cheers
Kate Carey
10280 Little Miss Magic
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